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SAIGON (AP) - VS. planes are 
dropping 74-ton block-busters on North 
Vietnamese besieging Fire Base 6 In the 
first use of the powerful bomb on enemy 
troops, U.S. military sources said 
yesterday. 
Previously, the blockbusters were 
employed mainly to blast out heavy 
jungle growth and clear landing spaces 
for helicopters. 
Around Fire Base 6 in the Central 
Highlands, said one military source, "we 
are not as interested in putting in 
helicopter pads aa we are in knocking out 
bomb dropped on 
Blockbuster blasts laterally on surface 
troop concentrations." 
THE BLOCKBUSTERS are being 
adapted as antipersonnel weapons 
because of their lateral blast, exploding 
on the surface rather than digging holes 
in the ground. 
They are pulled from four-engine C130 
cargo planes by parachutes. A second 
parachute stabilizes the bomb. 
U.S. B52 Stratofortresses for the sixth 
successive day struck at North Viet- 
namese positions near the fire base. This 
time they unloaded their bombs about a 
mile southwest of the base. 
THE ARTILLERY outpost, 300 miles 
north of Saigon and six miles east of the 
border Juncture of Laos, Cambodia and 
South Vietnam, has been under siege 
since March SI. 
It is manned by less than two bat- 
talions of South Vietnamese troops with a 
few U.S. advisers. Each year the North 
Vietnamese have attacked the fire bases, 
which overlook infiltration trails, but this 
year's drive is the largest. 
From Pleiku, Associated Press 
photographer Neal Ulevich reported that 
U.S. helicopters flew in food, water and 
ammunition to  the base  yesterday 
morning. 
THE DEFENDERS were running low 
on supplies and a helicopter mission 
Sunday was only partly successful 
because of heavy North Vietnamese 
antiaircraft fire. Ulevich said a 
second  resupply  mission  planned  for 
yesterday   afternoon   was   called   off 
Red 
because   rains   swept   the   central 
highlands. 
On the  ground,  South  Vietnamese I 
rangers assaulted a hilltop position of an ' 
estimated North Vietnamese platoon-20 
to 25 men- to knock out gun positions that 
were shelling Fire Base 6. 
Saigon headquarters said the rangers 
killed 15 North Vietnamese and captured 
eight weapons. A spokesman, Lt. Col. Le 
Trung Hien, did not say whether the 
enemy guns were silenced. 
Student body elections 
scheduled tomorrow 
Official returns from last week's 
student body primary elections have 
placed Evelyn Swords, freshman (Ed.), 
Mark Kruse, Junior (BA), and John 
Dunipace, junior (BA), on the ballot as 
nominees for student representative to 
the Board of Trustees. 
Dunipace came in fourth in the voting, 
but found himself a candidate late last 
night after the third top vote-getter, 
Elaine Fortney, senior (ad.), withdrew 
from the race for "personal reasons." 
The final elections for all student 
posts will be held tommorrow and 
Thursday from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. in 
University Hall. 
Miss   Swords,   from   the   Firelands 
branch, posted 882 votes, while Kruse 
tallied  140,  and  Miss  Fortney,  128. 
Dunipace's totals were not available. 
IN THE RACE for the nomination for 
president of the student body, Art 
ToaUton, junior (Ed.), was the leading 
vote-getter with 302 ballots in his favor. 
Robert (Rocky) Gonet, junior (Ed.), was 
second with 148 votes, Dennis Kelly, 
sophomore (Ed.), third with 146, and 
Michael Nicolino, junior led), fourth 
with 85 votes. 
A total of 1,225 ballots was cast In the 
primary, approximately eight percent of 
the student body. 
In the opinion poll on the ballot, 
students favored the retention of Parking 
Services by a vote of 571 to 205. The 
alternative was to turn its duties over to 
the city police. 
By 488 to 285, voters felt that the 
student court should not handle cases 
that are legally classified as felonies. 
Deletion of student body government 
responsibilities in favor of a University 
Senate was recommended by 505 to 161. 
THE VOTERS also i balloted in favor 
of charging the newly-elected student 
body officers to meet with the outgoing 
officers and Student Council members to 
disband all legislative and executive 
activities of the present student body 
government.  The vote was 356 to 286. 
The opinion poll also showed that the 
voters were against the use of student 
services fees, instead of state funds, for 
the support of inter-collegiate athletics. 
The margin was 446 to 236. 
In the actual vote for retention or 
dissolution of the branches of student 
body government, the poll showed the 
voters to be in favor of retaining all four 
branches-Student Council, Student 
Traffic Court, Student Court, and the 
executive branch. 
The voters also displayed • 
willingness to buy stock in a non-profit 
corporation to fulfill service functions for 
students.  The vote was 423 to 232. 
City  claims   $10,000 subsidy insufficient 
Group studies fire protection 
The warm weather seems to draw everyone 
outside with magnet-like precision.  During 
Even ,ne daylight hours, the inner campus has 
become   an  arena   for  everything   from 
books 1 frisbees to naps. A few hardy souls-like the 
one above-even find time to mix a few 
books with the sunshine. 
A University committee is still 
studying how much money BGSU should 
pay the city for fire protection. 
For the past five years the University 
has provided $10,000 annually to help 
man and operate the East Side fire 
station, but the city administration says 
that isn't enough. 
FIRE CHIEF Howard Rutter said 
that with present funding the city cannot 
afford to staff the firehouse with more 
than one man. 
Nixon expands vet benefits 
And that one man cannot operate the 
ambulance or pumper truck housed there 
without assistance from firemen at the 
main fire station downtown. 
In addition, Rutter said the station is 
"closed down 50 per cent of the time" 
because the fireman on duty must close 
up shop and take a vehicle downtown for 
stand-by duty whenever the main station 
answers ambulance or fire calls. 
MAYOR F. GUS SKIBBIE has asked 
the University for a $23,000 annual 
subsidy. He claims this is what it will 
take for the city to "break even" on the 
cost of operating the station with two 
men on duty. 
"If the station cannot be operated 
properly than we shouldn't have it at 
all," the mayor said. 
He cited a study conducted last year 
by a Find lay utility consultant which said 
the University should be paying $50,000 
for fire protection instead of the present 
$10,000. 
The $50,000 figure was based on the 
valuation of University property, which 
the report said should be the factor in 
determining the cost of fire protection, 
just as property values determine in- 
surance premiums. 
SKIBBIE SAID the city does not need 
that much money, however. 
Paul Moyer, former assistant vice- 
president -governmental affiars, had 
been heading the three-man committee 
studying the problem before his 
resignation last week. 
Moyer agreed that the city deserves 
more than what the University has been 
paying, but he wasn't sure where the 
money would come from. 
The committee is still working with 
the city and with officials in Columbus to 
find alternative means to fund the 
firehouse. . 
Because the next payment is due to the 
city July 1, the committee hopes to have 
its report ready in June at the latest. 
WASHINGTON (AP) -Contending the 
nation owes its Vietnam veterans an 
extra measure of help, President NLion 
announced yesterday a $l-million 
program to attract disadvantaged 
veterans to expanded GI bill job and 
education benefits. 
Nixon said the Office of Economic 
Opportunity program is aimed at direct 
contact with the 350,000 Vietnam-era 
unemployed veterans by cadres of for- 
mer GI's from poor backgrounds who are 
now studying under the GI bill. 
"WE OWE these men a debt of 
gratitude for their service-but we also 
owe them something more," the 
President said. 
"The dismaying fact is that unem- 
ployment among Vietnam-era veterans 
still is significantly greater than it Is 
among non-veterans in the same age 
bracket." 
The programs-administered for the 
OEO by the National League of Cities and 
the U.S. Conference of Mayors under a 
$1,016,375 OEO grant is to start in low- 
income and blue-collar neighborhoods in 
10 cities on a demonstration basis. 
Details were spelled out by govern- 
ment officials and veterans involved In 
the program after an hour-long meeting 
with the President. 
Eco-tip-of-the-day 
Take a  'walk' 
When walking around campus, don't take short-cuts across the grass, 
use the paved walks instead. 
When people start taking the shorter routes, the familiar, unsightly 
"cowpaths" begin to appear. Last year, two extensive cowpaths were 
paved into concreete walks, eliminating any future growth of grass. 
More "Prout    Plazas" we don't need. 
-Benjamin Marvin 
Time, care chief apartment-hunting concerns 
By Kathy Fraze 
Issue Editor 
It's that frantic time of year again when students start 
running through the back streets of Bowling Green in a 
desperate attempt to find some place to call home next 
year. 
Scrambling to get an apartment or room before 
everyone else, they often grab the first likely-looking place 
that comes along. 
Then, when fall quarter finally rolls around and they 
prepare to move into their off-campus "palace," these 
eager-beaver lessees suddenly discover they're stuck with 
a lemon. 
Maybe some furniture is missing. 
Or the refrigerator doesn't work. 
Or the bathroom is in a condition that would make a 
maggot turn green. 
WHATEVER THE PROBLEM, many difficulties could 
be avoided if students would only take a little more tune and 
care in choosing an apartment. 
In an effort to help students avoid the pitfalls of off- 
campus living, last year the Student Housing Association 
(SHA) compiled a list of renting do's and don't's in its 
"Guide to Off-Campus Living." 
The booklet, available in the SHA office, 420 Student 
Services Bldg., includes tips on signing leases, damage 
deposits, eviction notices, and even housecleaning and 
studying. 
A lease is seldom as Interesting to read as "Portnoy's 
Complaint." 
Nevertheless, SHA advises the student to read it 
thoroughly before signing. 
The lease should state specific dates for moving in and 
moving out, responsibilities of the lessee if he or one of his 
roommates should move out before the lease expires, and 
whether or not the student will be held responsible if a 
roommate does not pay his share of the rent. 
SHA ALSO urges students to avoid all oral agreements, 
for their own protection as well as the landlord's. 
In addition, the student should never sign a lease without 
seeing the apartment or room for which he Is signing. 
Most landlords require the student to pay a damage 
deposit on his room or apartment as insurance that the 
lessee will pay for any damages which occur during the 
student's residency. 
To avoid being charged for damages caused by previous 
tenants, he should make a complete list of any defects In the 
apartment and present It to the landlord before moving in. 
Students should also find out before signing the lease 
which utilities they will have to pay for and which ones the 
landlord will provide. 
HASSLES WITH roommates don't automatically 
disappear when the student moves off-campus. In many 
cases, they only get worse. 
Before malting any final arrangements, future 
roommates should take the time to carefully compare 
personalities, ages and background. It won't solve 
anything if a student suddenly discovers after moving in that 
Ms roommate would rather throw a party every night than 
study. 
Tenants should also be familiar with evicition 
procedures which the landlord may employ if the student 
fails to pay his rent or violates a provision in the lease. 
Although most apartment buildings are covered by 
liability and property insurance for the apartments and 
their contents at the time they rented, these policies do not 
include tenants' personal belongings. 
Personal property policies are available from local 
agencies. However, SHA advises the student to check if he 
and his belongings are covered by his parents' insurance 
policy before taking out one of his own. 
AFTER THE STUDENT finds a suitable roommate and 
moves into an adequate apartment, he seldom lives happily 
ever after.   Problems do arise. 
To save wear and tear on both the tenant's and the 
landlord's minds, SHA also has some hints on what to do 
after the student has moved into his home away from home; 
Don't pass out keys to friends, If something in this 
apartment is damaged or stolen, it's the tenant who wilt 
have to foot the bill. 
Don't hang pictures or posters on the walls without 
checking with the landlord first. It's the student's damage 
deposit that's at stake if such action is prohibited by the 
lease. 
DONT SUBLEASE the apartment without the express, 
written consent of the management, The student should 
make certain that dates for moving in and out and paying 
the rent are clearly understood by both the sublessee and 
the landlord. 
Don't hold back payment because of maintenance 
problems. Responsible landlords will correct all problems 
a? soon as possible. Nonpayment will only give the landlord 
cause to begin eviction proceedings. 
"A Guide to Off-Campus Living" wont solve every 
renting problem. For more information about leases or the 
student's right and obligations as a tenant, contact SHA at 
372-2*68. 
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remember kent 
opinion 
senior challenge 
Last spring was a time most college students would 
.; really rather not think about. 
•:•      It was characterized by disruption and division both on 
•: the campuses and around the nation, as many institutions 
took on appearances of armed camps. 
The situation was  sparked   by   a   pair  of   tragic, 
disgusting,   and   completely    inexcusable   events...the 
;. murders of four students at Kent and two at Jackson State. 
In the wake of these slaylngs, the nation's educational 
:• machinery ground to halt, and hasn't seemed to quite 
• reach Its normal capacity since. 
Perhaps more important, however, is: the impact-or 
lack of It-these tragedies have had on the nation. 
One hoped-for a while at least-that at least these 
events would cause the nation to wake up, look at itself, 
• and try to benefit by its mistakes. 
As It turned out. the nation merely woke up. muttered 
some vague obscenities about hippie radicals, and rolled 
over into its prolonged slumber once again. 
In the meantime, the "non-war" in Indochina continues 
to drain badly-needed dollars from the nation's economy, 
while the ghettos continue to rot, and the poor get even 
poorer. 
And both the right and the left continue to scream that it 
is the other side's fault. 
It is apparent that the time has come again for the 
nation to stop everything, and sit down and talk things 
over. 
We  therefore  urgp   University  officials  to  suspend 
. classes on Tuesday, May 4 and Saturday, May 15...the 
anniversaries of the Kent and Jackson State killings. 
We suggest that students, faculty, and administrators 
organize a series of discussions throughout the day on 
various topics centering around the nation's-and higher 
education's-priorities. 
In the evenings of both dates, memorial services should 
be held for the six slain students. Sufficient funds could be 
allocated from the University's-or the student body 
organization's-purse to obtain a noted speaker to keynote 
the affair. 
The two days should be characterized by thoughtful, 
meaningful discussion...and not by the ranting rhetoric we 
have all heard so much of for the past year. 
We've had enough talk for a while. It's time to sit down 
and think again. 
Lee Stephenson 
Guest Columnist 
And now the award for last year's best 
performance-by an individual or 
department—of creative campus 
chicanery and administrative double- 
dealing. 
The nominees are: Campus Security 
for "Everything You Always Wanted To 
Know About Public Service But Were 
Afraid to Ask", Bored and the Trustees 
for "Behind a Closed Door Darkly", 
Departmental Tenure Committees for 
"The Teaching Game", and the Alumni 
Association for "The Selling of the Senior 
Challenge". 
And the winner for supreme trickery 
is...the ALUMNI ASSOCIATION for 
"THE SELLING OF THE SENIOR 
CHALLENGE". 
Accepting the award for the Alumni 
Association Is Melvln Curdley, student 
co-chairman for the production. 
"On behalf of the Alumni machine and 
all of the used car salesmen with Senior 
Chisel...er, I mean Challenge, I'd just 
like to say thanks a bunch and boy Is this 
going to look good on my record." 
THERE YOU HAVE it folks and we 
might add that Melvin confided In us 
before the presentation, that based on the 
phenomenal success of last year's sale, a 
brand new Senior Challenge will kick off 
April 14 (this Wednesday) with a big 
banquet paid for with last year's profits. 
It's a simple process. Alumni and 
students have been pledging money to 
"their" university for a long time with a 
tear In their eye for old BGU. The suc- 
cessful pitch used jointly by the Alumni 
Association, the Mission Expanding 
Horizons, and the Office of Development, 
usually goes something like this: "We 
know you appreciate the opportunity 
you've had here and would like to do your 
part to make us bigger and better so why 
not pledge a portion of your future ear- 
nings...besides, it's an indication of the 
-our man hoppi 
/ed garoover 
By Arthur Hoppc 
National Columnist 
HI, there, tee-vee fans. Hold on to 
your hats 'cause of f we go on a brand new 
adventure serial - Jed Garoover, Crime 
Fighter! 
It's the exciting, thrilling story of how 
Jed Garoover carries on his one-man 
crusade against America's enemies with 
unrelenting vigor - even though he's 104 
years old. 
'As we join Jed today he's in his 
humble 20-room suite of offices atop the 
Washington Monument conferring with 
As young secretary, Lotus Lane. She's 
oWy 96. 
JED: ALL RIGHT, Miss Lane, let me 
Have your dally report on the evil doings 
df America's greatest enemies. 
Miss Lane (reading from a list): 
Well, Chief, first of all, one of your agents 
•tubbed his toe while pursuing a bank 
■Jobber and in his pain exclaimed, ac- 
cording to sworn affidavits by three 
fellow agents, "Good Garoover!" 
Jed(shocked): That's a clear case of 
taking my name in vain. To Boise with 
him! Will these young whippersnappers 
in my Bureau never learn the discipline 
required to preserve our cherished 
American freedoms? What else, Miss 
Lane? 
Miss Lane: There's Congress, Chief. 
It seems... 
Jed (thoughtfully): Ah, yes, It's 
budget time again. Issue routine orders 
to all agents to discover a conspiracy so 
that our friends in Congress will 
unanimously increase our appropriations 
as usual. Let's see, in recent years we've 
discovered the Old Red Conspiracy, the 
New Black Conspiracy and the Young 
White Conspiracy. Hmm. What about a 
Yellow Conspiracy this year to brighten 
things up? Check our files on Oriental- 
Americans, Miss Lane. 
MISS LANE: YES, Chief. But there's 
something else a few Congressmen want 
from you. 
Jed (complacently): Anything for my 
dear friends in Congress.  What is It? 
Your 
'Let Us Put Politics Aside . . .' 
kU 
Miss   Lane   (hesitantly): 
resignation. Chief. 
Jed (stunned: You mean there are 
actually enemies of America in 
Congress? This is the worst conspiracy I 
ever heard of! 
Miss Lane: They say. Chief - forgive 
them, they know not what they do - that 
you're too old. 
Jed: Too old? Why, I don't feel a day 
over a hundred. I can still batter down a 
door with my shoulder, just as always. 
Watch! (He totters across the room, 
misses the door and hits the window 
which, fortunately, doesn't break.) Don't 
stand there, Miss Lane, pick me up! 
Miss Lane (picking him up): Oh, 
Chief, I'm worried! 
Jed (grimly): Don't worry, Miss 
Lane. I can still shoot as straight as ever. 
I'll gun down these dirty rats who would 
destroy America by getting me to retire. 
Toss me my trusty pistol, Miss Lane. I'll 
show them I'm as young as ever. 
Miss Lane (happily): Oh, Chief, I just 
know you will. (She tosses him his pistol 
which catches him in the breadbasket.) 
Jed (testily): Well, don't Just stand 
there, Miss Lane, pick me up again! 
WUl Jed Garoover return while still in 
the prime of his second century? Will the 
Good Lord quit making green apples? Be 
sure to tune in again next time, folks, for 
the further thrilling adventures of our 
popular 104-year-old Crime Fighter. 
And, now, a word from Geritol... 
Itt's htor Iron youl 
The BG News welcomes all 
letters to the editor and opinion 
columns. Letters may com- 
ment on any other letter, 
column or editorial. We ask, 
however, that guest columns not 
be written in direct response to 
any other published editorial 
Item. 
Letters should be a 
maximum of 300 words, 
typewritten. We ask that 
columns be no more than four 
typed pages triple-spaced. 
The News maintains the 
right to edit all submissions that 
exceed these limits, with 
respect to the laws of libel and 
proper taste. 
Letters and columns should 
include the author's address 
and phone number, and may be 
mailed to the Editor, co BG 
News, UN University Hall. 
confidence you have in yourself." 
So Joe and Sally College join the 
drive, wear a Senior Challenge button, 
and put the bite on their friends. And it 
worked with last year's graduating 
seniors to the tune of nearly $27,000. 
Everybody feels good. They did their bit 
to lielp out. 
THERE'S ONLY ONE catch that the 
used car salesman didn't tell Joe and 
Sally, and Joe and Sally didn't tell their 
friends-50 per cent of that feel-good 
money is earmarked for corporate in- 
vestment, a good share of which ends up 
in the fat fists of companies which are the 
most blatant polluters, the least socially 
conscious employers, and the mainstays 
of U.S. war production. 
The go-between is called the BGSU 
Foundation Inc., officially a NON- 
UNIVERSITY - AFFILIATED   cor- 
poration, established because Ohio law 
prohibits investments by state agencies, 
including schools. 
Some current holdings of the Foun- 
dation that Joe and Sally may have 
helped buy Include Dow Chemical Co., 
McDonnell Douglas (aircraft) Corp., 
Bethlehem Steel Corp., Chrysler Corp., 
Allied Chemical Corp., Standard Oil of 
Calif., American Can Co. and R. J. 
Reynolds Tobacco Co. 
Many alumni would like to help the 
university but seemingly very few would 
approve of s university profit from a 
corporate pollutor. If a university won't 
make a committment to stop pollution 
and prejudice and war, who will? 
A GROUP OF faculty and students 
politely tried to point out this serious 
contradiction to the Foundation's Board 
of Directors last year and suggested that 
if the stocks couldn't be sold Im- 
mediately, the least lbs Foundation 
should do is vote the stock proxies for 
environmental reform at annual 
stockholder meetings. The group, called 
Campaign Against Violence to the En- 
vironment! CAVE) was flatly denied any 
cooperation in dealing with the stock 
issue. 
So, the time has come to kick the tires 
of the new used model of Senior Chisel and 
the entire alumni and student con- 
tributory process. Respect should be 
extended to those who are earnestly 
trying to aid the university, but the time 
has come for Arm ■commitment by 
students, faculty and alumni who seek 
responsible progress. The first step is to 
reject the Senior Challenge Program and 
urge all contributors to specify that their 
gifts cannot be used by the BGSU 
Foundation. 
^ms*3™ 
rVJUGET 
'HIT HE AGAIN!' 
news uerrers 
bell's resignation 
Dr. Robert Bell's resignation from the 
post of Athletic Director of BGSU came 
as a bit surprise to many people. The sad 
thing about this fact is that few, if any, 
people felt any remorse or sorrow. 
These feelings have been expressed 
by a couple of area sportswriters. Dean 
Roach and Dave Woolford have ex- 
pressed the opinions that the University's 
dealings with Dr. Bell were anything but 
fair. 
Mr. Roach of the Sentinel-Tribune in 
his articles "Surprises surround Bell's 
departure from BG", and "What was 
THE reason for Bell's exit?" has several 
interesting points concerning this affair. 
Mr. Woolford, of the Toledo Blade, gives 
area readers his opinions on the matter 
in "BG Failed To Keep Promises". 
These outside viewpoints do seem to 
contain a more complete picture of the 
circumstances in which Dr. Bell was 
released. They expressed ideas that 
were definitely not In evidence within the 
story the students were given in The BG 
News. 
My feelings are that the ad- 
ministration did not give Dr. Bell the 
strong support it claims to have given 
and has tried to quickly get Bell out of the 
way. The administration has succeeded 
in Its Intent to do this and all things have 
proceeded smoothly. 
The lousy part of the story is that Dr. 
Bell was sacrificed and very few felt bad 
felt bad about it. He had no real ties or 
following in this area. Few knew him 
well and this hurt him dearly when he 
tried to do anything worthwhile.   Few 
flam in'education 
Now that the sunny weather and high 
temperatures have finally arrived on 
campus, it maybe a good idea for the 
maintenance department to turn off the 
heat in University, Mosely and Hanna 
Halls before the students and faculty die 
of heat rather than boredom. 
The main campus lawn can only bold 
so many classes at one time and until 
something la done about the heat, 
sweltering students will have to suffer In 
and out of the classroom. 
people could feel sorry for some guy from 
California who they barely knew and this 
is natural. 
The unnatural part is the poor man 
was not given a chance and the only 
seemingly nice thing the administration 
did for Bell was to allow him to leave BG 
with his life but nothing else. 
Chris Palmer 
325 E. Wooster 
important problems 
Craig Taliaferro's letter in the March 31st BG News is a typical example of the 
sexist propaganda that permeates our society. Craig attempts to get money to act up 
a much-needed drug center and is instantaneously labeled undesirable and put down 
by people who simply do not want to look at others fully and help solve their problems. 
Craig has justly condemned this type of action elsewhere. But here be turns 
around and does the same thing himself. Craig simply is not being fair and ends up 
using the same type of prejudices that have been used against him and the drug 
center against the Women's Lib group. 
One problem is not necessarily more important than another, as Craig tries to put 
forward in his letter. All problems dealing with human life and dignity are equally 
important. Craig is simply gobbling up the same bullshit he tries to stop us from 
eating. 
Ron Smith 
315 E. Merry St. 
Clay Branham 
420 Chapman 
■me BG news 
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Rashomon 
The Husband (Bruce Matley, graduate student), 
prepares to commit the murder around which 
the story of "Rashomon" revolves. 
"Rashomon" will be presented by the University 
Theatre, April 14-18 at 8 p.m. in Joe E. Brown 
Theatre. 
U.S. table tennis delegation 
visits Great Wall in China 
PEKING (AP) - The U.S. 
table tennis delegation got a 
look at the Great Wall of China 
yesterday and their smiling 
Chinese hosts seemed bent on 
making a success in this 
venture of people-to-people 
diplomacy. 
The Great Wall was one of 
the things the Americans said 
Former security 
guard reassigned 
After a two-month lay-off, 
former University Security 
Officer James Beaupre has 
been returned to duty as a 
University employee. 
Beaupre was removed 
from office in February after 
being indicted by the Wood 
County Grand Jury on a 
charge of breaking and en- 
tering. 
HIS  RETURN  CAME  as 
the result of negotiations with 
the Ohio Civil Service  Em- 
ployees Association, 
University personnel, and the 
Ohio Attorney General's of- 
fice. 
An appeal on Beaupre's 
removal is still pending with 
the State Personnel Board of 
Review and will not be 
finalized until disposition has 
been made on the criminal 
action filed in Wood County 
Common Pleas Court. 
Beaupre has been assigned 
to the University's vehicle 
maintenance department. 
Elsoss named as Ed. dean 
University President 
Hollis Moore named Dr. David 
Elsass dean of the College of 
Education yesterday. Dr. 
Elsass succeeds Dr. Theodore 
J. Jensen, dean of the College 
since 1965. 
Dr. Elsass said some of the 
future goals of the College 
were that it needed to become 
more responsive to the needs 
of the students and the faculty. 
He also remarked that the 
College should become more 
deeply involved with schools 
in the service region by ex- 
tending its facilities to them. 
OTHER GOALS em- 
phasized by the new dean 
were to encourage diversity 
among students and faculty to 
the extent that it would benefit 
the College. 
"Society expects social 
change to occur and expects 
more from the resources they 
Hager 
Studios 
Portraits 
Engagements 
Weddings 
Passports 
Coll 353-5885 
By (appointment only 
give to us," he said. "We are 
at a stage where limitations on 
the number of students will 
enable us to do better as far as 
quality 
graduates." 
Dr.   Elsass 
dean July 1. 
among 
will   become 
70 views 'can ban' dilemma ■d- 
By Ckrto Fkwers 
Staff Reporter 
The non-returnable con- 
tainer dilemma was viewed 
from a variety of angles 
during "Ban the Can" 
WBGU-TV's second program 
in the "Wonderful World of 
Pollution"  series. 
Representatives      from 
major area industries, 
ecological groups and various 
citizens formed the panel. 
Robert Patoff of Owens- 
Illinois, Toledo, insisted cans 
aren't the cause of the 
garbage problem. 
He explained that non- 
returnable beverage con- 
tainers take up only six per 
cent of the volume of solid 
wastes. 
Both Patoff and Dr. 
Raymond Endres, director of 
continuing education, agreed 
a solid waste management 
program that would look at 
the entire environmental 
situation is needed. 
Although a number of 
panel members felt that there 
was not enough  interest  in 
Ecology group sets 
Earth Week plans 
they wanted to see on their 
arrival in Peking Saturday for 
a week's visit of sightseeing 
and exhibition matches with 
the Chinese. 
THE AMERICANS piled 
into buses and automobiles for 
the two-hour ride from 
Peking. They wove through a 
stream of oncoming 
Mongolian ponies, trucks, 
bicycle and people. 
After climbing up the 
crenellated barrier with the 
rest of the delegation, Graham 
B. Steenhoven, president of 
the American Table Tennis 
Association observed: "I've 
seen Hadrians Wall between 
Scotland and England but it is 
just a pebble by comparison." 
The Great Wall was 
designed to protect China 
from enemies to the north and 
at its zenith stretched more 
than 1,500 miles across nor- 
thern China. 
By John Lake 
Staff Reporter 
Pending recognition by the 
Student Activities Board as a 
legitimate campus 
organization, the Ohio Public 
Interest Action Group 
(OP1AG)has laid plans for a 
march, a dance in the men's 
gym and a fund and volunteer 
campaign during Earth Week 
activities next week. 
"Although we're running 
into red tape from the ad- 
ministration, I don't foresee 
any real difficulty in carrying 
out our plans" said OPIAG 
spokesman Lloyd Tenny, 
senior lAfcS). 
OPIAG, formed In 
response to Earth Week of last 
year by Ralph Nader, is a 
group composed of scientists, 
lawyers and community 
organizers working "for 
change in areas of concern to 
Ohio citizens, including urban 
and rural environmental 
quality, worker health and 
safety, corporate respon- 
sibility and governmental 
honesty. 
THIS SATURDAY, April 
nth, OPIAG will tentatively 
co-sponsor a march for 
ecology with LIFE. 
"I'd like to stress the fact 
that OPIAG and  LIFE  are 
separate organizations," 
noted OPIAG spokesman 
Steve Sokol, Fr. (BA). 
"OPIAG is a statewide 
organization, and we will be 
working with LIFE in order to 
further our own efforta," said 
Sokol. 
Also in OPIAG's plans is a 
dance to be held in the Men's 
Gym on Saturday the 24th at 8 
p.m. 
During Earth Week, 
OPIAG will be soliciting for 
funds and manpower 
throughout the campus and 
the university. 
"We plan to have solictors 
going to the dorms, fraternity 
houses, sorority houses, and 
off campus areas," said 
Tenny. "We also hope to have 
donation cans and information 
booths set up throughout 
campus." 
"BESIDES     NEEDING 
manpower and funds, we want 
students to be aware that 
OPIAG exists as an op- 
portunity for affecting 
change, or as an alternative to 
discontent," explained 
Tenny. 
OPIAG has available a 
phone number which in- 
terested persons can call 
between the hours of noon and 
5 p.m. on weekdays.     The 
number is 352-0773, and Sokol 
expressed hopes that the 
hours it will be made available 
will soon be extended. 
"IN ADDITION to the 
above mentioned programs, 
we're hoping to establish other 
special projects in which 
students can donate their 
services," said Tenny. "For 
example, we would like to 
conduct a solicitation cam- 
paign among the downtown 
merchants." 
Following Earth Week, 
local housewives will be 
soliciting funds from the 
resident population," said 
Tenny. This is another way 
we will try to get the com- 
munity involved with .and 
informed about OPIAG."' 
"We have recently 
received a proclamation from 
Mayor Sklbbie endorsing 
OPIAG, which stresses the 
fact that this is not merely a 
student activity," Tenny 
added. 
According to Tenny and 
Sokol, the Bowling Green 
chapter of OPIAG has ap- 
proximately 50 active 
members. 
"Our   primary   concern 
during  Earth Week   is  to 
present OPIAG as a viable 
medium    of   student   in- 
volvement," they said. 
recycling, a survey taken by 
planners of the Channel 70 
series indicated that 92 per 
cent of the respondants would 
be willing to give up the 
convenience of non-returnable 
bottles in order to reduce the 
amount of solid waste in Wood 
County. 
Continental Can Co. 
representative Steve Hudson 
said he doesn't see a "can 
dilemma". 
Steel cans can be recycled 
to 100 per cent once we 
overcome the economical 
problem of reclaiming them," 
he said. 
Others contended that cans 
are not coming back from the 
garbage cycle. Theyexplained 
that the situation was similar 
to that of Junk cars-the cost of 
returning them Just doesn't 
pay for what can be salvaged. 
Suggestions were made to 
enforce separation of cans and 
glass bottles from other 
garbage. 
Pepai Cola representative 
Robert Johnson blames the 
perils of competition for the 
necessity   of   manufacturing 
non-returnable cans. 
"Other manufacturers 
take over a large part of the 
market when they go to non- 
returnables," he explained. 
"Wedragged our feet and lost 
considerable business." 
He added that the con- 
sumer should have the choice 
of buying either returnable or 
non-returnable containers. 
Series producers David 
Barney and Larry Reid ter- 
med "Wonderful World of 
Pollution" series as one of 
WBGU's most successful to 
date following last Thursday's 
show. 
The series-only three 
weeks In production after 
funding was received-la 
termed as "an invitation to 
action" by Reid. 
"Here's. Mud In Your Eye"- 
the next program will be aired 
this Thursday. It will deal 
with proposed and existing 
water pollution standards and 
various local issues. 
Legal aide quits, 
leaves for Tampa 
Dr. Edward H. Ward, the 
University's executive 
assistant for legal and student 
affairs, has resigned to accept 
a position at the University of 
Tampa, Fla. 
He will assume the duties 
of director of continuing 
education and associate 
professor of economics and 
business August 1. 
Another BG official, Dr. 
B.D. Owens, vice president of 
research and finance, was 
named president of Tampa 
earlier this year. 
A GRADUATE OF BGSU, 
Dr. Ward held the position of 
assistant professor of business 
law before assuming his 
present post. 
In addition, he has served 
as faculty adviser of student 
court, and principle liaison 
between the University and 
the special counsel in the State 
Attorney General's Office. 
Dr. Ward will continue as 
National Administrative 
Secretary for Omicron Delta 
Kappa, men's leadership 
honorary, a position he has 
held since last summer. 
Alternatives to Heterosexuality 
topic of panel discussion tonight 
"Alternatives to 
Heterosexuallty — Variant 
Sexual Life Styles" will be the 
subject of a panel discussion 
sponsored by the University's 
Human Sexuality Symposium 
tonight in the Grand Ballroom 
of the Union at 7:90 p.m. 
Panelists from Ann Arbor, 
Michigan will offer viewpoints 
on the Gay Liberation Front, 
Radical Lesbians, 
Revolutionary Lesbians and 
Bisexuallty. They will discuss 
their philosophy, problems of 
everyday living, the role of the 
group in each individuals life 
and present and prospective 
future     living     patterns. 
The panelists will also 
comment on the views of their 
choices and child raising in 
their life styles. 
THE PROGRAM will begin 
with statements by the 
panelists   followed   by   a 
question and answer 
for the audience. 
period 
This informal program Is 
attempting to expose the 
Bowling Green campus to 
various life styles which differ 
from heterosexuality. 
•••••••••••••••••••••■ft 
THE WHOLE SUMMER 
Can Be Like 
The 4th of July! 
Spend it at GREENVIEW 
CALL 352-5325 
A wary derm 4-mon. 
After 5 to sublease 
$40 per month par person 
* 
Hi 
Main 
DON'T 
fcFORGET 
FCR FAST SERVICE 
ON   FLYERS AND POSTERS 
FOR STUDENT ELECTIONS 
COME TO QUICKPRINT 
352-5762 
ROUND 
TRIP 
ROUND 
TRIP 
ROUND 
TRIP 
See Europe 
London        $245 
Amsterdam $255 
Paris $255 
68 Flights 
over and back 
Contact: Steve Phillips 
139 S. Co//epe Dr. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
PHONE 354-5782 
* June paid for 
••*•*•***•••****•***** 
FOR 
STUDENT 
BODY 
PRES ART TOALSTON 
Academic 
Affairs MIKE WARD WRITE IN 
Mike Sprague 
For Rules and Regulations 
Steve Hoffman] 
For Cultural Affairs 
it 
Vote Wed. &Thurs. 
For A QUALIFIED 
TEAM 
SERVICE To Students Student* mutt b.gin to tea Mm* result, of tha Student Body Orgontlotion's $15,000 budget. Thus, a serviea orgoniietlen 
for studontt must bo started. Current wasteful proctieus in 
Studsnt Council must ceose as quickly as potslba   . We fever - 
a "problem ooluer". mere rational   *••*«•. and th. University |g      \\   h H t     It     IS     All      ADOUt 
Sonata. 
The Environments! Committee of the Wood County 
Health Council reslUes the need for sction in the fihht 
to ssve our environment In cooperation with the BCSI1 
Environments! Studies Center snd WBGUTV, they are 
sponsoring s term of four television program* entitled 
The programs msy 
i April st I 00 p m 
"the Wonderful World of Pollution 
bt aeen on the first four Thursdays 
over Chtnnel 70 
The members of the Committee ire interfiled in your 
concern and twareneis about local pollution problems 
Each question Is followed by a series of chokes Choose 
the best answer and circle the letter which indicates 
your choice 
QUESTIONS 
I.    Which of the following Is the   i res lest source of sir 
pollution* 
A. AstOmebiles      C. Electric sower plants 
B. Industry f). Refuse disposal 
BCD 
pollution   are Of* dra< 1.   Generslly. the effects of sir 
itlk. but the carreat le 
resdy affect 
A. Not -Iking m alerts It 
B. Vet-elation 
ek of sir pollution ea al 
G   Health   of   L_ 
D   All of the above 
A     B     C    D 
I.    Da yea think your city should place a temporary ban 
on all lurthrr home and apartmrnl develop stoat uatM 
adequate sewage treatment It available" 
A. Yet B. No A    B 
I. Would t..u be in favor of an increase in taiet which 
would enable your rHy Is construct adequate sees 
rate storm and sasitsry sewage treatment facilities* 
A. Vet B. No A    B 
5.   Haw do ytu choose a laundry deterrent* 
A. Ability so clean c. Price 
B. Level of phosphates        D. Brssd 
6     stream pollution malts In 
A. Decrette La the total number of anistslt bet an- 
eresae in the number of different hinds si saiaaasa 
B   Increase la the total aamber of animals   bet *>- 
eresae la the number of different hinds of anlmala 
C. Decrette la   both the baas I   number   and has* ef 
animals 
D. Increase   la, both the let a I   aamber sad hands sf 
Baa** A    B    C    D 
When you have completed the questionnaire, call sMM 
to record your answers or tend it to WBGUTV, Bowline 
wee*.   Ohio.   U40I    Watch   Channel   70   this   Thursday 
evening at I pen when the restarts v ill be reported on 
the "WONDBfcrUL WOBLD OT tQLLUTwffF™ " 
The Environmental Committee urges all citiieiu to hoed 
this invitation to action snd wstch this important tele 
vision tenet. 
CALL IN YOUR ANSWERS NOWI 
372-2676 
;■ -'     . 
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JO soldiers hurt in Easter riot 
British troops ring Londonderry 
BELFAST, Northern 
Ireland (AP) - British troop* 
ringed Londonderry, Northern 
Ireland's second largest city 
yesterday after 10 soldiers 
were wounded In Easter day 
rioting. 
The troops fired  rubber 
This 
applicator 
was filled 
a week 
bullets to drive back the stone- 
throwing demonstrators In the 
Roman Catholic enclave of 
Bogside. 
OTHER TROOPS also kept 
on the alert as both Catholics 
and Protestants planned more 
of the parades that are 
traditional over Easter in the 
province. 
In Londonderry, where the 
religious-political strife first 
flared up again two years ago, 
troops set up check points on 
all roads in and out of the dty. 
Leaders of the rival fac- 
tions of the outlawed Irish 
Republican Army reportedly 
made a secret truce to avert a 
clash in the Milltown Catholic 
cemetery Sunday during a 
ceremony honoring fallen 
comrades as patriotic mar- 
tyrs in the campaign to end 
the partition of Ireland. 
BUT THE PARADE of the 
militant   "Provisionals" was 
better supported than that of 
the "Tradltlonals," who are 
basically opposed to violence 
and favor unification by 
political means. 
When a group of women 
shouted     sbuse     at     the 
"Tradltlonals" near the 
cemetery gates and tried to 
block them, one man warned I 
"Let them through This Is 
what the British Army wants. 
They want us to destroy 
ourselves." 
Ohio River makes 
'most polluted1 list 
PUZZLE 
By Irene Sekul* 
ACROSS DOWN 
THE PEACE BULB 
Peace symbol glow bulb. Fits standard socket. 
Two for 16.90 postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Contempo-Kits, 12 Bishop Terrace, Stratford, 
N.J. 08084. 
PRE   FIL 
(imnartpta* ^/mm. 
Emko research has produced 
a new applicator for applying 
foam contraceptive . . . new 
Emko Pre Fil features an ap 
plicator that can be filled in 
advanceofuse. uploaweek 
ahead of time. 
The filling of an applicator at 
the time of need can be emo 
tionally disruptive... can lead 
to "skipping"... Emko Pre-Fil 
is a way to help overcome 
this problem ... to assure 
better family planning. 
Emko Pre-Fil... highly effec 
tive. substantially free from 
side effects, easy to use. Ask 
your physician about EMKO" 
and EMKO PRE FIL'M. 
Available at drug stores every 
where without prescription. 
You Are Apathetic! 
Unless You Sign Up 
For An Interview 
For All Student Body 
Boards And Committees 
in 405 Student Activities 
...And Become Active ! 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Ohio River has declined In 
water quality for the past 
decade, the Ralph Nader Task 
Force on Water Pollution 
charged yesterday. 
"The federal government 
knows the Ohio River Is 
polluted," the task force said. 
"The Ohio held down one of 
the places of honor on a list of 
the nation's 10 most polluted 
rivers which the Federal 
Water Quality Administration 
made available to the media 
in the spring of 1970. 
"SO   FAR,   HOWEVER," 
the report continued, "the 
government has limited its 
enforcement activity in Ohio 
Valley territory to conference 
on two of the Ohio's 
tributaries." 
These included acid mine 
drainage problems on the 
West Virginia portion of the 
Monongahela River in 1963, and 
the Mahoning River in Ohio in 
1965, the report stated. 
"Most rivers start out aa a 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
SIGMA CHI 
ATHLETIC TEAMS 
Cross Country 
Sowling 
Volleyball 
12-Lap Relay 
Indoor Track 
Swimming 
Wrestling 
Hardball 
Soccer 
Hockey 
Basketball 
Campus Champs 
Campus Champs 
Campus Champs 
Campus Champs 
Carr.pus Second 
Campus Third 
League First 
League First 
League First 
League Second 
FIRST The Sexual Knowledge Survey tested your true 
Sexual 1.0. 
NOW A Sexual Information Panel Provides a Look into 
Several Current Sexual Life Styles with Panelists 
And Viewpoints From: 
THE GAY LIBERATION 
FRONT RADICAL LESBIANS 
REVOLUTIONARY LESBIANS 
BISEXUALITY 
"Alternatives To Heterosexuality 
- Variant Sexual Life Styles" 
Tonite 7:30 P.M.- Grand Ballroom 
Spoisortd by 
Tin Uaiv.rsity HIMOI S.xiality SynposiiM 
"LITTLE 
GIRL" 
SLEEPWEAR 
SET 
LA 
Cow ItSM S.M.L. 
Mini Con Sites P.S.M.L. 
Hasty PJ 
Carefree polyester-and- 
cotton coat in Hi-shadc red 
or navy, etched with lace 
trim. Mini gown in spright- 
ly, matching print on pure 
white grounds. S.M.I. 
THE 
Powder Puff 
52S Ridge 
9:30 a.m. lo 5:30 p.m. 
Mon. thru Sat. 
babbling brook and become 
polluted only later in their 
Journeys to the sea. The Ohio 
River has never been given 
that fighting chance to stay 
clean," the report declared. 
The task force said the 
Ohio starts out "grossly 
polluted" from steel mill 
wastes and acid mine 
drainage at Pittsburgh. 
"BY THE TIME IT enters 
the Mississippi River at Cairo, 
HI., the Ohio has picked up 
pollution from 12 different 
states," the report declared. 
Noting the start of clean-up 
programs, the task force held 
out little hope that action to 
curb pollution would be for- 
th coming soon 
"The majority ot polluters 
have not yet moved beyond 
the planning phase of clean- 
up, and completion dates are 
as far away in some places as 
1977," the report said. 
"Federal authorities have 
learned to be cynical about 
Ohio Basin industries and 
suspect that most companies 
won't be ready when their 
deadlines fall due," it con- 
tinued. 
WIZARD OF ID 
1 Question*. 
5 Clips. 
IllHinl. 
14 Vegetable. 
15 Thick soup. 
10 Helper. 
17 Inflexible. 
19 Sketched. 
20 Doctors: 
abbr. 
21 Jokers. 
22 I till id.ni 
24 Man's 
nickname. 
25 Fur. 
20 I itllilcs 
29 Belated 
word m imp. 
33 Yearns. 
34 Short 
breaths. 
35 (.onI. 
30 Inserts. 
37 Voices. 
38 Number. 
30 Bond. 
40 Craftier. 
41 Dweller. 
42 Junked. 
44 Securily. 
45 Cheers. 
48 Produced. 
47 Au111u Mini 
50 earth. 
51 Possesses. 
54 Periods. 
55 Congestion. 
58 Diirntion. 
59 Muse of 
poetry. 
00 Of uir. 
01 Weakens. 
02 Voice. 
n Vale. 
1 Astringent. 
2 Transmit. 
3 Openers. 
4 Ainis—. 
5 Chair backs. 
0 Push gently. 
7 Lily. 
8 hnclosc. 
9 Sections. 
10 Horseman's 
seat. 
11 Steel Ihrcnd. 
12 Drinks. 
13 Salamander. 
18 Pitchers. 
23 Grains. 
24 Wooden 
pins. 
25 Spanish 
title. 
20 Narrow 
boards. 
27 Builder. 
28 Penetrate. 
29 Fed up. 
30 Ingenuous. 
31 Skunk's 
eousin. 
32 Abrasive. 
34 Works 
steadily. 
37 Utters. 
38 Kind of flute. 
40 Croat 
41 Spoor. 
43 Appears. 
44 Tar. 
40 Saying. 
47 House cats. 
48 Solo. 
49 Pack. 
50— the Man. 
51 Foot part. 
52 I .;■ n.l 
measure. 
53 Kind of 
Scotch lea- 
cakc: var. 
50 Pny dirt. 
57 Pony. 
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CRYPTOGRAM — By Norton Bhoades 
SLOW    HP ATT Ell    ft 1,811 
IIA PBS    NATTER    IX    WI.HAI     M 
M A T T F. It . 
EMN *"R DMO R AH E I     Yt,,,cr,lM>*!1   cryptogram:  Corn-cob  pipe (annn aama nrannn smoker is making aromatic tobacco smog. 
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CLaSSIFIED 
CAMPUS      CALENDAR 
Taeseay,   April    II 
Eagaak mater, who need •dJuitmcnU In their preplanned 
FaU programs should report to their advisor. office. 
Room 214 U.H. before April II 
SPECIAL- choice of apsg. <i 
ten.) or veal par U strvl 
Each served with small 
Italian salad and homemade 
braad-ll.B at Ye Olde Pin. 
Pub.       9:00-7:00 
Hair Wig. Light Brown Call 
354-7391 alter 9:00 pm 
Room tor rent 1 block from 
campus       3548591 
Departmeat of Eipertmeatal Sl.dk. present, an In- 
troductory lecture on Transcendental Meditation Room 
Bl-Math Science Rldg today 3 pm 41pm 
BEYOND THE ORDINARY 
Cuctom Wedding Rings by 
PHILIP MORTON Con- 
temporary Jeweler 111 W. 
Wooater 
For Sale 'M Red M.G. Midget 
wtrewhecls, radio, lonne.u 
cover, excellent cond.. bast 
offer caU 353-5313 
Room for 2 Christian girls 1 
mile from campus 352-5*19 
Mult Sublease for Summer 
v.l Apt. 1-4 man Air-cond 
June free! M per month 372- 
0M1 
URGENT F Roommate 
oatsded Immediately Cll 352- 
7U0 
UAqprweata Robin Williams profesatona! coffee house 
folk-rock performer. Cardinal Room I SO-ll 30 FREE 
FREE 
Molly Mu tei:  dot high for    APTS FOR RENT CALL 3*1- 
"Hope" 9J7I or 354-7731 
F.   roommate   for   Sept.   1 
Valentine apt. : 
L'atveraKy Karate Chib will meet In the Dogwood Suite of 
the Union 7-1 pm 
Belated Congrats on your 
lavalierlng Maryelien- lave- 
your Phi Mu Suiters 
Air-cond   4-man apt summer 
Valentine Cheap Ph   J54-23S5 
Apartments available for 
summer rental, only Very 
near campua Phone 332-73*5 
CoUejhun Mask-am: Ken.iss.nce Ensemble, Oliver 
Chamberlain, director: Barogue Ensemble. William 
Pepper, director; New Music Ensemble. Donald Wilson 
and Burton Btarman, directors 1:15 pm Recital Hall 
RIDE. 
to. Cheap CaU : 354-5713 Art 
for Steve PhlUip. 
ISO REWARD 
for information leading to the 
•rre.1 of anyone stealing or 
attempting to steal piss's 
from the care of the Falcon, 
Psglial's or Plsanello's 
Female Roommate needed for 
summer Private bedroom In 
large .partment CaU Dee 194- 
4741 
Fantastic Summer deal HO 
subleases aircond furn apt 
near campus CaU Mary 352- 
URGENT! Girl need, housing 
Call      Rowena      394-4741 
FOR     SALE    OR     RENT 
Ride Needed to Buffalo NY. 
Thursday-April 1*. 1171 CaU 
35*0352 
Congratulation, to our 
"Diamond King" D.vey 
Alban -The ADPTs 
Need Ride to Chicago Apr. It 
or 23, Share I 2-5333 
Ride   needed   to    Dayton 
Thursday April 15. CALL 391- 
SENIORS-STILL JOB 
HUNTING? THEN ATTEND 
''JOB CRISIS 
SEMTNAR'.THURSDAY, 74 
PM FORUM OF STUDENT 
SERVICES       BLDO. 
Typewriter., adders and 
calculators. Sales aarvtce and 
rentals. 227 S Main 392-7710 
Mskstlc Paint BMg. 
Apt. for rent summer air- 
cond. 1 blk from campus 
funushed MS 352-5013 
1 MAN APARTMENT FOR 
FREE! June that sal July 4 
August ISO per month air-cond 
pool fully furnished The apt. is 
Palmers 352-0014 if uilsrswHj 
Used Normandy wooden 
clarinet. Good cond. Beat offer 
2-1119 or 2-1710 before 5 pm 
Mon-Fri 
New .-c spacious 4-man apt. 1 
block, from campus for 
Call 39347S3 
1    F    Roommate   needed 
starting June 1st Call 354-3243 
LOST 4 FOUND 
FOUND: Girls brown glasses 
In front of William', hall Call 
Doug 1445* 
Sign up Now for aU Student 
Body Boards and Com- 
mittee. ..And Me what its Ilk* 
to be Active (Sign up in 405 
Student Activities 
For Saw '•» Triumph TR4A 
Excellent       352-0352 
SUMMER SUBLET-Only 141 
per person-month! 4-man 
furn apt. pool, a-c, cole TV 
Utilioe. paid except phone, 
elec  3S147U 
2  bedrm Greenview  apt.  to 
sublet  for   summer   354-1314 
Needed On* female to sublet 
.partment for summer 3*2- 
«47 
1970 790 Honda lew mileage 
excellent condition 353-3414 
evenings 353-2511 days 
F. rmmste needed summer 
qtr. and next y«*r. Special 
rates       Call       35243*4 
Apt for Rent Summer quarter 
near campus. Wlnthrop 
Terrace Special Rates Call 
393-1321 
LOST: Girl'. Gold wire-rim 
prescription glass*. Tues 
Apr. I First Floor Library 
I return CaU 391-0171 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Need somebody to cover 
furniture call 3524250 aflar 
5 30  ask   for   Judy   Rice 
Dsar Let: Happy 1st An- 
niversary. But it's only a 
Beginning   Yours, Teddy B. 
Congratulation. R.e Lynn 
Koppert and Bob Goarhart on 
your Sigma Chl-Alpha XI 
pinning  The Brother. 
StandeU amp 119" JBL's BS0. 
3534(11 
For Sal* It** V.W. Fastback 
Ex. Condition 11100 CaU 352- 
7*M after •:;; 
1 bedroom mod*rn apartment 
for r male students wUl rent 
from Sept. 1 call after I pm 
3934143 
I or 1 female, needed for 
Valentine Apt for summer 
CaU 391-777* 
"MEN of aU trade, to NORTH 
SLOPE, ALASKA and the 
Yukon up to atM a month 
Fee complete Information 
write to Job R***arch. P.O. 
box ill. Stn-A, Toronto, Oat 
Enclose M to cover cost" 
THE KINKS AP- 
PRECIATION    SOCIETY 
Liv**...Tom 3S4-1US 
For Sal* Complete Photo 
Darkroom Omega B4 Enl 
Dryer. Etc. Also Panasonic 
Real to Real Stereo tape 
Recorder CaU 3H-0M5 
GREENVIEW APTS oow 
renting for SUMMER 4 FALL 
on* 4 two b. room. Pool, 
laundry Rac. Room. Special 
Summer Rates inquire at 
Office 214 Napoleon rd 2 pm -1 
pm Mon. - Sal. 
2 girls need apartment for fall 
Quarter only Call 1714M 
Bev or Joanle 
4-man furnished apartment I 
month       teat*       393-4032 
Com* Grow Win, (jx CaU 1- 
M01 Counseling Center. Sat 
Student     Services 
For Sal* Triumph GT4. 11*1 
Goad Shape 4 N Bulteco 
Metralla  190 Call  352-5547 
Apt. available summer qtr. 1 
man aircond.. furniahed 351- 
9SH 
Apt for summer. 1 bd. furn air 
condltionlng. pool Wlnthrop 
Terrace I1B - month 3914043 
WIB do bouMworl-c.ll Pat at 
1*4-1143        HAVE       CAR 
Mr. Mushroom set: Free 
surprise portage with every 
purr hat*. Purple Mushroom 
904 E. Wooster, next to T.O'i 
N VW Bas. HI.ISO CL SM MB. 
Wanted ! On* bedroom apt 
now   call    Don   at   3534334 
Men rooms single 4 double 
now, June and Sepcmeber 353- 
MffJ 
l-l-J-4   Persons   to   sublet 
PERSONALS 
Go to Europe this summer 
Laav* aayttine you want to: 
Otroeoack anyum* you want 
Scuba CarUflcatlon Courst 
will start San, April It, IM 
pm In lit U.H. Open meeting 
or come to club meeting April 
11 
-      —-      — . . » *    rers     l( 
For Sals -.M Park Estete. Valasttos Apt for 
Tratkr, 12 , at. I b^roems call M-nm 
Call      Ill-till  
On* bedroom apt for rant 
available immediately 
CaeiUct   3*44*41   after   7 
°*^   *^*-   <*"  "Mw   t*-S*«|. MMorbsstofhr 
 Ok. """ Far aakt: It* per caotRwrnaa     
Hare far the Sssmmer' N**d 
F4tosenmate it Wlnthrop list 
3*14*715-7 pm 
I F. 
CaUlU-7771 
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Sadat's troops to remain on Suei Canal 
Not 
bad! 
Review 
N.wsphoto by Kor*n Humburg 
A critical obstrvtr studies graduate student art work 
in the Fine Arts Building. The display will be open to 
the public all this week from 8 a.m. to S p.m., and 
gives interested students a chance to admire and 
perhaps purchase "impressive" artwork. 
Annual graduate art show 
opens for 2-week exhibit 
By Paul Running 
This week and next, the 
campus community will have 
the opportunity to view and 
review the annual showing of 
selected works by current 
graduate students in art here, 
on exhibit in the Fine Arts 
Building Monday through 
Friday from ( a.m. to S p.m. 
On Raster Sunday the show 
opened with the awarding of 
prizes     to     five     works: 
First prize: "Breast 
Plate," a silver construction 
by Joseph Timmons. 
■ Second prize: "Slick 
Chick," a painting by Wade 
Thompson. 
Third prize: An untitled 
drawing by Chris Hansen. 
Fourth prize: "The Fifth 
Monument," a fifth 
monument erected by Dan 
Kngelke. 
Fifth prize:      "Saturday 
Night Piece," a collage by 
'  Betty Fulmer. 
NOT    UNEXPECTEDLY, 
the show is found to be im- 
pressive, leading one too 
easily to that old, Romantic 
Transport  workers 
. strike for raises 
in Philadelphia 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - 
Almost one million 
Philadelphia commuters were 
forced to seek alternate 
means of transportation 
yesterday as 5,200 members of 
Transport Workers Union 
i struck the Southeastern 
Pennsylvania Transportation 
Authority. 
Trolleys and subway and 
elevated trains began to grind 
to a halt about 4 a.m. Talks 
between the union and tran- 
< sportation authority broke off 
Sunday night. 
The Penn Central and 
Reading railroads both an- 
nounced plans to run sup- 
plementary trains to help take 
care of overflow commuter 
1
    traffic. 
NEGOTIATORS for  the 
authority and the union 
reached a tentative 
agreement last week, but it 
was rejected Thursday by the 
union membership. 
The agreement called for a 
75-cent-an-hour raise over two 
> years, with the first 30 cents 
retroactive to March IS. Moat 
workers presently earn $3.93 
an hour. 
Dominic  DiCleiico,  TWU 
Local 234 president, said the 
members   Indicated   they 
>   wanted more of the proposed 
*   raise immediately. 
"We need the loot now," he 
said. 
conclusion that deprivation 
does truly generate excellent 
art. 
Apart from "impressive," 
other words to describe the 
exhibition could be "com- 
petent," which most of the 
works certainly are, and 
"polished," if the latter is not 
already included in one's 
interpretation of competence. 
"Ingratiating," too. In 
most cases. What then, if 
anything, is missing? II I 
could be granted one wish, it 
would be for some greater 
sense of humanity coining 
through many of these skillful 
paintings, prints, and 
drawings (I do not include 
pots, for by their very nature 
they are earthy). 
CAN        WORKS be 
ingratiating and yet lack 
human warmth? I think so. 
Perhaps institutional art is 
plagued with Just such 
coolness, however. Students 
are too often caught up in 
programs and projects, 
sophisticating their craft with 
little time spent nuturing the 
spirit. 
But come and judge for 
yourselves. If you are older 
than these artists and find 
some inadequacies in them, 
look back with dismay at your 
own state of aesthetic and 
human awareness at their 
age. 
If you are contemporary 
with them, glory in their 
discoveries and wonder at 
their many talents. Also, 
bring money. Here, therefore, 
in Bowling Green-on-the- 
Swampy, you have the chance 
to begin your own art 
collection, from artists as 
talented as those to be f ound in 
any contemporary gallery, be 
it in New York. Boston, 
Uandudno, or Paris. 
IF    SOMETHING     you 
especially like has already 
been purchased, seek out the 
artist (listed alphabetically in 
the student directory: 
Engelke, for instance, would 
be found under "E," and 
Brandfass with the "B" girls). 
He or she, as they say down 
at the Heinz plant, has lots 
more where these came from. 
Save it again 
Transcendental 
Meditation 
As taught by 
MAHARISHI MAHESH YOGI 
Introductory Lecture By 
Charles Donahue, Tues. Apr. 13th 
Room 220 Math-Science Bldg. 
At 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
The Brothers Of 
Alpha Sigma 
Invite All Interested 
Men To Meet 
The Brothersl 
TONIGHT 8:00 to 10:00 
Egypt rejects Dayan plan 
By the Associated Press 
Egyptian officials rejected 
yesterday an idea by Defense 
Minister Moshe Dayan of 
Israel, who favors withdrawal 
of Israeli forces along the Suez 
Canal provided there is fc 
permanent cease-fire and "no 
Soviet or Egyptian troops will 
cross the canal." 
The Egyptians said they 
were standing firm on their 
demand     that     Egyptian 
military forces must hold 
positions on the side of the 
canal now held by Israel. 
"EGYPT WILL accept 
nothing less," officials in 
Cairo said. "We have nothing 
new to add. Our position has 
Hoffa returns to jail 
after visit with 
been clarified by President 
Anwar Sadat's restatement of 
April 3." 
In this restatement, Sadat 
demanded the partial with- 
drawal of Israeli forces from 
the Sinai Peninsula as an initial 
step to relinquishing all 
Egyptian territory occupied 
since 1967. Sadat said Egypt 
would then reopen the canal to 
navigation. 
He also said the Egyptian 
army would promptly 
the waterway to "assume Its 
national duties" as Israel 
withdrew. 
Asked If the Israeli Cabinet 
is discussing how many miles 
to retreat from the canal, be 
replied: "I am not tree to 
answer that." But he said any 
partial pullback "must lead to 
the kind of comprehensive 
settlement for which we are 
willing." 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - 
James R. Hoffa will return to 
federal prison at Lewisburg, 
Pa., today after a six-day visit 
with his wife who Is 
hospitalized here with a 
serious heart condition, their 
son says. 
James P. Hoffa Jr., 30, said 
Sunday he would accompany 
his father back to the prison 
where the Teamsters Union 
president has served four 
years of a 13-year term for 
Jury tampering and mail 
fraud. 
A daughter, Barbara 
Crancer of St. Louis, and a 
stepson, Charles O'Brien of 
Detroit, will stay here to be 
near Mrs. Hoffa the younger 
Hoffa said. 
HOFFA, SI, and the 
children made morning, af- 
ternoon and evening trips to 
the University of California 
Medical Center, on Sunday to 
visit Mrs. Hoffa. 
"Because it was Easter we 
took some colored eggs and 
jelly beans," said the son. 
The younger Hoffa said his 
mother appeared improved 
Sunday and that since Wed- 
nesday when Hoffa arrived on 
temporary leave from prison 
"we have been able to make 
our visits a little longer each 
time." 
JOSEPHINE HOFFA, who 
was married to the Teamster 
leader 34 years ago, came 
here to attend a testimonial 
dinner for West Coast 
Teamsters leader Jack 
Goldberger. A heart condition 
which has afflicted her for 
some months worsened nd she 
was admitted to the hospital 
March It. 
Hoffa's son said his 
mother's physicisn, Dr. 
Seymour Farber, told him she 
probably would have to 
remain in San Francisco for 
some weeks after her release 
from the hospital. 
Vice President Frank Fitz- 
simmons has headed the 
Teamsters since Hoffa was 
imprisoned in 1967 and Is in 
line for elevation to the 
presidency at the union's 
convention in July. 
Correction 
Jews receive ok 
to leave Russia 
The best of the annual Ann Arbor Film Festival will be 
shown in 210 Math-Science building on April 23,24, and 25. 
A total of 48 films, two different programs each night, 
will be shown. The programs begin at 7 and 9:30 each 
evening. An earlier story in the News erroneously said the 
first showing begins at S p.m 
Tickets for the UAO sponsored event are 79 cents a 
program or $4 for all. 
HEAR SOLID FOLK 
"The Side Door*' reopens 
Kohin \\ ill.am* 
MOSCOW (AP)-More than 
1,000 Jews were given per- 
mission to leave the Soviet 
Union for Israel In March, a 
knowledgeable source ssld 
yesterday. 
The number of emigration 
permits, he said, exceeds the 
total of around 1,000 issued in 
all of 1970. 
Soviet spokesmen and the 
Netherlands Embassy, which 
handles Israeli affairs in 
Moscow, declined to confirm 
the figures or give sny 
emigration count. 
A rising level of emigration 
to Israel became apparent 
earlier after a series of 
demonstrations and sit-ins by 
Jewish applicants for exit 
visas last month. 
Soviet authorities were 
believed to have adopted a 
more liberal emigration 
policy to relieve pressure and 
agitation within the Jewish 
community. 
April 13 - 17  8:3P ■ 11 31 
CARDINAL ROOM 
FREE 
Diplomat seeks Korea 'consultation' 
TOKYO (AP) - North 
Korea's foreign minister 
called yesterday for a "heart- 
to-heart consultation" bet- 
ween North and South 
Koreans at the truce village of 
Panmunjom or in a third 
country on Korean unification. 
Foreign Minister Ho Dam 
also urged South Koreans "to 
Join hands with us and come 
out as one in the nationwide 
Joint struggle for sweeping 
away" South Korean 
President Chung Hee Park 
and ridding South Korea of 
U.S. troops. 
IN A FOREIGN  POLICY 
report, he added that North 
Koreans were prepared to 
"fight shoulder to shoulder 
with the Vietnamese people at 
any time requested by the 
government" of North Viet- 
nam. 
North Korea's official 
Korean Central News Agency 
said Ho Dam made his report 
to a session of the fourth 
Supreme People's Assembly 
in Pyongyang. 
He declared: "War will 
inescapably break out again in 
our country if we leave this 
situation alone under the 
condition where the traitor 
Chung Hee Park Is running 
head over heels to invade the 
northern half of the republic, 
taking after the war policies of 
the    U.S.    and    Japanese 
reactionaires." 
Crisis Phone 
352-PLUS 
M,. Mushroom soys: 'Free Surprise 
* ^        Package!!! 
Free 
Surprise 
Package!!!" 
Pu.pl. Muthroom 
904 E. Woo.l.r 
(Next toT.O.'s) 
FREE SURPRISE PACKAGE 
(V.lu.t to S3.00) 
With Every Purchase 
The 
University Jewelers 
Close out on College Jewelry 
Rings, Lavaliers, Guards, Recog. Pins 
<>* 
PEARL RINGS 
WEDDING BANDS 
DIAMOND SETS 
WATCH BANDS 
TIMEX WATCHES 
*4U 
University Jewelers 
430 E. Wooster St. 
Moe.-Fri. 9 to 5 354-3481 
COUPON 
-«ArV PEPSI AT PISANELLO'S fotM fp (The real stuff in a 16oi. returnable bottle) Wf 
352-51*6 
Clip S Sa.. 
1 FREE Pepsi with a 10" or 12" Pino 
2 FREE Pepsis with a 14" or 18" Pizza 
And this coupon 
Free Delivery in our Portable Ovens 
5 p.m. to 1 a.m. daily 
3S2-S7S2 
Coup.n good 
through April 20. h 
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE 
N.W. corner of S. College and Napoleon Rd. 
By Piedmont Corp. 
Swimming Pool (Indoor)    Commercial Stores 
All apartments will be: 
cornplwtwy   fufflllhld 
with  •  dinwTle)  for  tin 
and ftudont dot* 1 
farboga duposol 
with   wall -to- •-all   carpeting 
built wtth bolcoms>» & portioi 
ptut individual hooting 
ond cooling controls 
and   IVi bath 
See Model Apt. at 759 7th St. 
CALL 352-9378 or 354-7731 
Congratulations to 
the new officers of SAE 
President Jack Horney 
Vice President Hank Dunnick 
Vice President Dan Holmes 
Recorder Lowell Dillon 
Ass't Treasurer Dave Paddock 
Correspondent Fred Ortlip 
Herald Carl Dillman 
Wardens John Dunipace 
Joe Hilton 
Social Chairman Jerry Church 
Chronicler Tom Destefano 
Chaplain Dave Kennedy 
"Thanks" to 
the outgoing officers 
PHI DELTA THETA 
INVITES 
ALL INTERESTED MEN 
TO ITS FINAL RUSH SMOKER 
TUESDAY, APRIL 13 
7:00 TO 9:00 
Beer Old Refreshments Will Be Served 
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BG now 3-0 in the MAC 
Falcons romp over Toledo 
By Fred R. Ortllp 
AulftaMt Sports Editor 
If ever there was a rags-to- 
riches story to be told, It would 
have to be after the Bowling 
Green baseball team turned 
itself completely around to 
swamp the Toledo Rockets 
three times last weekend in 
the opening of MAC play. 
The Falcons, who dragged 
an embarrasing 3-11 record 
into Toledo's Connelly Field, 
came away with three vic- 
tories 11-1, 11-2, and 6-3. 
The fact that the Rockets 
could be the league's weak 
sister shouldn't detract from 
the quality of play the 
rejuvenated Falcons exhibited 
Friday and Saturday. For the 
first time this season they 
combined timely hitting with 
sharp hurling. 
"The key in this game is to 
stay close to the opponent," 
philosophized coach Dick 
Young after his team had 
swept Saturday's 
doubleheader. 
"We got on top early and 
stayed there and they had to 
play it conservatively, just 
like we've had to do most of 
the season." 
Probably the biggest lift 
the Birds got in the three 
game set was the pitching of 
Doug Bair, who until Friday 
hadn't set the world on fire 
with his hard throwing. Going 
into the series opener Friday, 
Bair could have been known 
more affectionately as "Ball- 
Four" instead of the usual 
"No-Hit" moniker that 
precedes his name. 
In the 25 innings he had 
pitched the hard-throwing 
righthander had chalked up 28 
bases on balls along with a 5.80 
earned run average. 
But as Doug Bair goes, so 
go the Falcons. And in his best 
effort of the season, Bair five- 
hit the Rockets for seven in- 
nings with two-inning relief 
help from Tom Mercer. He 
struck out 10 and walked none 
while allowing the only Toledo 
run. His ERA dropped to 4.50. 
The only thing Young is 
worried about in Bair's case is 
the back injury' the hurler 
sustained in the seventh in- 
ning when he was tagged hard 
in a run-down play. 
"It looks like It's just a 
bone bruise," said Young who 
is crossing his finger extra 
hard that Bair isn't hurt 
seriously enough to not pitch. 
Sophomore Steve Price, 
who's been the Falcon's best 
pitcher this season, six-hit the 
Rockets in the first game 
Saturday to move his recor to 
3-1. In 36 Innings of work, the 
big right hander has an Im- 
pressive 1.71 ERA. Jeff 
I«ssig picked up his first win 
of the season with a good 
performance   in   the   series 
finale. 
On Friday Tim Pettornini 
and Greg Plant each had a 
pair of hits and Gary Haas, 
Plant and Bair each had two 
RBIs. 
In the first game Saturday 
Rod Allen had a couple of 
safeties and two RBIs while 
Pettorini chipped in with two 
hits and Haas knocked in two. 
The Birds got eight hits. 
Then in the second game 
Saturday Tom Bennett ripped 
three singls while Pettorini 
continued his two-hite-a-game 
pace in the series as BG 
collected 10 hits. 
In the end it wasn't the 
quantity but the timeliness of 
the base knocks that paid 
dividends for the Falcons. 
That's what's been lacking 
throughout the season. 
In looking at the MAC 
league race, Young feels his 
team has a chance. "At the 
outset the schedule had us 
playing nine league games 
away and six at home. Now 
it's six and six with those three 
out of the way. If we can split 
the road games and win all the 
rest at home we'll have a good 
chance," he concluded. 
"If our pitchers deliver like 
they did against Toledo we'll 
surprise a lot of people." 
FRIDAY 
Linescore     R H E 
BG 001 108 010-11 10 0 
TO 010 000 000-1 7 2 
BG: Doug Bair, Ton 
Mercer (8) and Bruce Rasor. 
TO: Jeff Brawner, Ton 
Harry (6), Paul Mullenhour 
(6), Rich Martinko (7), Mike 
Miller (8) and John Gephart, 
Tom Goyer (8). 
Winner-Bair (2-3). 
Brawner. 
SATURDAY 
First Game 
linescore RHE 
BG 100 330 130-11 8 1 
TO 001 000 000-2 5 8 
BG: Steve Price and Bruce 
Rasor. 
TO: Brad Daviea, Ron 
Harry (S),Mike Miller (6) and 
John Gephart. 
Winner -Price (3-1). Loser 
- Da vies. 
Second Game 
linescore       RHE 
BG 303 0000-6 10 3 
TO 110 001 0-3 10 1 
BG: Jeff Lessig and Bruce 
Rasor, Greg Wylie (6). 
TO: Roger Coe and Tom 
Goyer. 
Winner  -   Lessig   (1-3). 
Loser - Coe. 
Tough "field" at Miami 
ByVlnMaanlx 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Warmed in the sun's 
luminescence, Miami field 
seemed to be more a place for 
relaxing than running, 
Saturday, but the youth from 
Bowling Green never did get a 
chance to relax. He was 
running for his life. 
He'd  hardly  gotten his 
thongs tied when swarms of 
rabbits   pounced   on   him. 
Seemingly    attacking   from 
everywhere, these rabbits- 
most in Miami red and white, 
the rest in Notre Dame blue 
and gold-were throwing iron 
balls, hurling spears, and 
jumping all over the youth. 
Fighting them off 
barehanded, he desperately 
reached behind with one hand 
for where he'd stuck his spear 
in the turf    but it was gone. 
"We scored just 11 points in 
eight field events," said coach 
MelBrodt. "Tenpoints Infour 
throwing events, and one In 
the Jumps." 
So the youth ran. 
Men of Rodgers & Kohl, 
The Brothers of ATO 
open their doors to a 
"Rush-Brotherhood" party 
Tuesday    Apr. 13        7:30--? 
3eer will be served 
"On the track we got 53 
points (26 in five springs; 6 in 
two hurdles; 21 in four middle 
distance races) while Miami 
got 32, and Notre Dame scored 
30," said Brodt. 
But he could only run so far 
until all those things the 
pursuing rabbits were 
throwing at him took their toll, 
and feUed him. 
"Miami scored 42 in the 
field, and Notre Dame got 35, 
so they killed us here," Brodt 
admitted ruefully. 
Brodt was counting on a 
few points in the triple Jump, 
long jump, and high jump, but 
got none, and as a result got 
nipped by Notre Dame 65-84, 
as well as finishing third to 
Miami by ten. 
"One of the problems is 
that we've neglected them in 
practice," Brodt explained, 
"so we're going to give them 
attention starting this week." 
Sid Sink got a lot of at- 
tention Saturday in the mile 
and three mile from pursuing 
Resking rabbits who tried to 
cut him off, wear him out, and 
run him over. 
Their strategy failed on 
Sid, but it made for two hairy 
races   especially   the   mile 
which Sid won in 4:07.5. He 
turned rabbit killer again in 
the three-mile, winning in 
13:56.5. 
Elliott took second in he 
steeplechase (9:15.1) picking 
up for Rich Breeze who pulled 
a hamstring muscle, yet came 
in third, (9:31.0) Dave Olson 
finished fourth for the 
Falcons, In 9:32.6 
Overcoming his dislike for 
the Miami Field cinder track, 
Eddie Watkins bagged two 
firsts in the 100 (:9.7) and 220 
(:22.0), and after making up a 
ten yard gap behind the Notre 
Dame sprinter in his anchor 
leg of the 440 relay, Eddie 
came in second in a photo 
finish (:43.0). 
Ted Farver and Luke 
Fullencamp took first and 
second in the 440 on respective 
times of :49.1 and :49.4 Liter 
they teamed up with Dave 
Fegley (secon in the high 
hurdles :14.4), and Jim 
Gagnet (third in the in- 
termediate hurdles-:56.0) to 
win the mile relay in a walk, 
3:21.2. 
This last race only made 
the final score a little closer, 
because the "wabbits had won 
the wace wong before." 
TaKe it fmn FaT 
Frank 
Wfs.mii 351-757/ 
FILL uour stomach riU-UoyrsroFic 
with PdqLiai's. 
Fihe foods 
u BOWLING 
A LEAGUES 
0 Men:  Tues. April 13 
7:00 
i                Coed: Wed. April 14 
7:00 
Siqn up at   ' 
UAO oilice ; 
or Y    Faculty? ^^ 
L coll 2-2343 m      Sign up If Inm.n.d 
\   $7.00    ! 
\     lor 
XrVitSw.    ■ individually 
1      Uogue if art.            ^B ft April    is           d« or   couples 
\ 7wks   i 
The Brothers Of 
Phi Kappa 
Tau 
Invite All Interested 
Men To A Rush Party 
Tuesday April 13 
7:30 - 9:00 
Nm»hM« k, |_0. Fvllm* 
Tim "Rico" Pettorini slide* safely back into third base to thwart an 
attempted pick-off attempt in Friday's action against MAC rival 
Toledo. The Falcons swept the three game set from the Rockets. 
Third base coach Mike Olson watches the action. 
Stickers win in first league match 
By Jack Carle 
Assistant Sports Editor 
SPRINGFIELD-A strong 
fourth quarter enabled the 
Bowling Green lacrosse team 
to defeat Wittenberg Satur- 
day, M. 
The Falcons and Tigers 
played on even terms 
throughout the first half. 
Neither team could gain more 
than a one-goal advantage and 
a one goal lead was always 
shortlived. At the half the 
score was 54. 
In the first half the Falcons 
almost always seemed to be a 
man down because of 
penalties and aU three Wit- 
tenberg goals in he second 
period were scored when BG 
was short a man. 
The second half was all 
Bowling Green however, as 
the Falcons held Wittenberg to 
only one goal while scoring 
four themselves. 
The stickers offense was 
once again led by ail- 
American John Brizendlne 
who scored three times. In the 
only two regular season 
games he has played in, 
Brizendlne has six goals and 
one assist. However, the 
Falcons face-off man is still 
hampered by a bone bruise on 
his right heel, but will have 
this week to rest before BG's 
next game. 
Bowling Green's crease 
man Bruce Correll, added two 
goals to his team leading total, 
now at seven. 
However, it was a tough 
defense which helped the 
Falcons to victory. Goalie 
Lauri Turevon had 10 saves 
and made some outstanding 
plays when the going got tough 
around the nets. 
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Stick        Senior   middie   Sam   Giarrusso 
fights off  Syracuse defensemen 
combat     Don McGann in last weeks 8-7 loss 
to  the  Orangemen. 
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The close defense of Buzz 
Chaffey, Tom Votsberger and 
Greg Ried did a Job in the 
second half to cut off the 
Tigers offense. 
The midfield units missed 
the play of Art Curtis. Curtis 
is hampered by a pulled 
hamstring and only played on 
a man-up situation for the 
Falcons. These situations 
totaled only four minutes of 
playing time for Curtis. 
However, he also will have a 
week in which to rest his in- 
Jury. 
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The brightest spot for BG 
was the strong fourth period 
play, both offense and 
defense. So far this season it 
has been difficult for the 
stickers to put together a solid | 
fourth period but Saturday 
they did. The offense did its 
Job scoring twice, and the 
defense held Wittenberg in 
check. 
The Falcons now have a 2-2 
mark on the season and are 1-0 ' 
in the Midwest division of the 
United States Intercollegiate 
Lacrosse Association. 
The Falcons have a league 
game scheduled Saturday at 
Oberlin. 
Witt.    2 3 10 
BG       2322 
BG goals-Brizendine-3; 
Correll-2; Baez, Cameron, 
Lieberfarb and Giarrusso-1. 
BG assists-Votsberger and 
Sachse-1. 
Netters drop close one, 5-4 
By Dan Casseday 
Sports Writer 
It went right down to the bitter end, but for the second time in 
the last two contests the Falcon netters dropped a close one to a 
top Ohio tennis team. 
This time it was the University of Cincinnati that put the 
damper on the Falcons using a home court advantage to eke out 
a 5-4 victory The Bearcats had to wait until the outcome of the 
second doubles match to claim the victory, which was the 
second in a row the Falcons have dropped by a point. 
"I thought we had a chance to win right up until that last 
match," said Coach Bob Gill, who has to be disappointed in 
coming so close in recent matches with Cincy and Ohio State. 
"It was our best match as far as individual play,"Gill stated. 
"(BiU)Oudsemawonhisfifthinarow. He's doing better than 
expected. (Dan) Ryan is coming on now as I expected him to 
do." 
Oudsema and Ryan were the only ones tocapture singles 
victories while the Lightvoet-Oudsema and Dredge-Malcolm 
tandems recorded two triumphs out of the three doubles con- 
tests. The pair of Ryan and Watts dropped the deciding match 
after a comeback: 8-1, 6-8, 6-1. 
"The Ijghtvoet-Oudsema doubles team was probably our 
most pleasant surprise," GUI surmised. "Our number three 
doubles team (Dredge-Malcolm) was impressive after both 
guys had lost their singles matches." 
Ughtvoet tangled with John Peckskamp of Cincinnati in a 
match of two of the strongest number one singles men in Ohio. 
The Bearcat freshman came out on top of the BG soph 8-6, 6-3. 
"We're hoping to pick up some momentum after two tough 
matches (OSU and Cincy)," Coach Gill said. "We're improving 
with every match and we'll need it going into the last part of the 
season." 
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